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1 OVERVIEW 

The Command Sequencing language is an easy to use high-level programming language 
that is specifically designed to be used with QSCADA systems.  It allows the user to define 
and execute programs that use database points as variables. These programs can be used 
for calculations, open-loop control sequences or for closed-loop control. 

The Command Sequence language has the following features: 

 ARITHMETIC and BOOLEAN operators 

 CIRCULAR, EXPONENTIAL and LOGARITHMIC functions 

 MINIMUM, MAXIMUM, ABSOLUTE VALUE, MODULUS functions 

 Current TIME function 

 Evaluation of arithmetic and Boolean EXPRESSIONS 

 COMPARISON and TEST 

 BRANCH forward or backward to labels 

 DELAY 

 Capability to issue CONTROLS, SETPOINTS and LOAD SHED commands 

 Capability to raise ALARMS 

 52 TEMPORARY VARIABLES per program 

 2 PERMANENT VARIABLES (preserved across restarts) 

 DATA ARRAYS of numbers or point names (a very handy feature for loops) 

 COMMENTS fields 

 Capability to CALL other command sequences 

 EXECUTE user-written programs 

 Built-in AGA-8 SUPERCOMPRESSIBILITY function for gas pipeline 
applications 

 TEMPLATES (subroutines) 

 Two-dimensional TABLE LOOKUP 

 TAG command 

 REPORT request 

 Set analog alarm LIMITS 

 Support for USER-WRITTEN CUSTOM functions 

 EVENT TRIGGERING (on status change) 

A command sequence program may be started and stopped via the command sequencing 
editor or via a WorldView map.  A command sequence may be set to continue automatically 
on a system restart. 
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TEMPLATES are command sequencing subroutines that the user can define with both input 
and output parameters.  Because templates can be referenced by Calculations, this feature 
gives the user the power to develop complex custom calculations for periodic execution.  
Templates can also be used as subroutines in command sequence.  

The command sequencing LOOKUP function performs planar interpolations on two-
dimensional table data (based on three nearest neighbours).  The tables are defined via an 
editor as matrices of numbers or point names.  Applications include hydroelectric generator 
control based on hydraulic tables. 

2 COMMAND SEQUENCE EDITING 

2.1 COMMAND SEQUENCE EDITOR 
The layout of the Command Sequence Editor (PlusEditors Calculations->Cmd Seq) is shown 
in Figure 2.1-1.  Each page of the editor defines one command sequence. 

The editor fields are defined as follows: 

 NAME.  This field contains the name of the command sequence.  Up to ten 
characters are permitted.  This field may be left blank. 

 DESCRIPTION.  This field contains a description of the command sequence.  
Up to 64 characters are permitted.  This field may be left blank. 

 STATE POINT.  This field contains the name of a QSCADA pseudo analog 
or status point.  If specified, the command sequence program uses this point 
to indicate the status of the command sequence program as follows: 

 If the specified sequence state point is a status point, the point status is 
set to 1 when the sequence is activated and set to 0 when the sequence 
is stopped. 

 If the specified sequence state point is an analog point, the value of the 
point is set to indicate the current line number being executed for the 
command sequence.  A value of zero indicates that the sequence is 
stopped. 

 NOTE:  The sequence state point of a called Command Sequence will not 
change state.  Only the calling Command Sequence’s sequence state 
point will change state when the sequence stops after calling another 
Command Sequence and will change again when the sequence begins 
again after the called Command Sequence stops running. 

 

If this feature is not required, this field may be left blank. 

AUTO STARTUP.  This feature allows the user to specify that the sequence is to resume 
execution automatically following a system restart (this includes a failover).  If auto sync is not 
enabled and the sequence does not contain any SYNC commands, the sequence resumes 
execution at the first command in the sequence.  See below. 

AUTO SYNC.  This field allows the user to enable or disable the auto sync feature.  If 
enabled, this feature causes a command sequence to record (on disk) its position within the 
sequence after the execution of every command.  This allows the command sequence to 
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restart from where it left off after a system restart.  Because of the added disk activity 
involved, this feature should not be enabled unless it is required. 

If the auto sync feature is disabled, then on a restart, the command sequence will restart at 
the command following the last SYNC command that was executed, if any.  See SYNC 
command.  If auto sync is disabled and there are no SYNC commands in the sequence, then 
the sequence resumes execution at the top of the sequence. 

COMMAND LINE.  Up to 30 lines of Command Sequence program lines may be entered.  
The definition and syntax of the Command Sequence program language is described in 
Section 3. 

ON RESULT GOTO.  For each Command Sequence program line, the user may specify up 
to three program branches to be performed based on the result of the last statement in the 
line.  These three GOTO labels are as follows: 

 SUCCESS.  A label that indicates the next statement to execute if the 
command executes successfully. 

 FAILURE. A label that indicates the next statement to execute if the 
command fails. 

 TIMEOUT.  A label that indicates the next statement to execute if the 
command times out. 

Valid label numbers are in the range 1 to 98.  Labels, which are used for branching, must 
appear at the front of a command line somewhere in the sequence, either before or after or 
even on the same line.  Note that indefinite loops can be defined. 

 Label 00 entered in any GOTO field means do not branch (i.e., go to the next 
line). 

 Label 99 entered in any GOTO field means stop the sequence. 
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Figure 2.1-1 
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2.2 STORING A COMMAND SEQUENCE 
After entering the command sequence definition, the user presses the Apply button.  This 
causes the editor to read and validate the sequence definition.  If there are any errors, the 
editor displays a message and shows the location of the error by positioning the cursor.  See 
Section 6 for a list and explanation of the editor error messages. 

If there are no errors, the new sequence definition is saved in an off-line file.  The new 
sequence definition must be placed on-line in order to be executable. 

The user may place a new sequence definition on-line by saving the sequence to the 
QSCADA server. 

2.3 DATA ENTRY SCREEN 
Each page of the Command Sequence editor defines one command sequence program. 

A Data Entry screen is associated with each command sequence that may be used to define 
arrays of data to be used by the command sequence.  Arrays are described in Section 3.2.3. 

The Data Entry screen is accessed from the Command Sequence editor by pressing the Data 
Page button.  

The array definitions are entered by typing in the data and pressing Apply.  The user can 
return to the sequence page by the Seq Page button. 

NOTE 
To avoid DIVIDE BY ZERO errors.  Check all parameters used as a divisor. 

Example: 
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2.4 STARTING AND STOPPING A COMMAND SEQUENCE 
The user may activate a command sequence using the PlusEditors Calculations->Cmd 
Status editor. 

 

The status of all sequences is displayed.  The user can scroll through the pages to see more 
sequences.  The user can select the Stop button to stop a sequence that is active.  The user 
can select the Start button to start a sequence that is not running. 

Command sequences may also be activated and stopped via task activation buttons on 
WorldView maps.  Task activation buttons for manipulating command sequences should 
specify the name "SEQPRO" as the Button Data, and the Command Sequence number as 
the Button Argument 1 Data.   

Task activation targets can be zone-protected.  The zone numbers appropriate for the 
command sequence activation should be entered in the Zones field for the task target in 
WorldView.  The default for the task activation targets is all zones.  
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To activate a sequence via a WorldView map, SELECT the appropriate task activation button 
on the map, then SELECT the RUN button, and finally SELECT the EXECUTE button.  The 
user’s zones will be compared to the zones for the task activation target.  If there is a match, 
the activation will occur.  If there is not a match, the user will be notified of a Zone Access 
Violation. 

To stop a sequence via a WorldView map, SELECT the appropriate task activation button on 
the single line diagram, then SELECT the STOP button, and finally SELECT the EXECUTE 
button.  The user’s zones will be compared to the zones for the task activation target.  If there 
is not a match, the user will be notified of a Zone Access Violation. 

To kick a command sequence out of a delay, the user may execute the sequence activation 
procedure, either via the command sequence editor or a task activation button on a 
WorldView map. 

2.5 TRIGGERING BY STATUS CHANGE 
The system supports triggering of command sequences on status changes.  The PlusEditors 
Point Data->Status editor allows a command sequence to be specified in the ALARM TASK 
NAME field for any status point.  The desired command sequence is identified in this field by 
entering a "#" sign followed by the sequence number (e.g., #003). 

Command sequences triggered by status changes do not log start/stop messages when they 
start and finish. 

If a command sequence is executing a DELAY command, a status trigger causes the 
command sequence to continue execution from the delay.  If the command sequence is 
already active but not executing a delay, a status trigger has no effect. 

3 COMMAND SEQUENCE LANGUAGE 

This section describes the syntax of the Command Sequence language. 

3.1 STATEMENT FORMAT 
A command sequence may contain up to 30 program lines. 

Each program line may have multiple statements separated by semicolons (;). 

An exclamation mark "!" may be used at any point within the program line to indicate that the 
rest of the line is a comment.  If the "!" is at the front of the program line, the entire line is a 
comment. 

A label may be entered at the start of a program line for purposes of branching.  Only one 
label per program line is allowed, and the label must be followed by a colon (:).  Labels may 
consist of any one or two-digit number between 1 and 98.  Values 0 and 99 are reserved for 
other purposes, as described for the GOTO fields in Section 2.1. 

An example of a program line is: 
label:statement;statement;statement!comment 
10:$A=0;$B=1;$c=10! ASSIGN VALUES 
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3.2 SYNTAX 

3.2.1 Operators 

The Command Sequence language contains the following operators: 

Parenthesis ( ) 
Logical Operators .AND 

.OR 

.EQ 

.NE 

.GT 

.GE 

.LT 

.LE 
Multiplication * 
Division / 
Addition + 
Subtraction - 
Exponential ** 
Assignment = 

NOTE 
You must include appropriate tests to avoid performing divisions by zero in a 
Command Sequence, or a Template that performs calculations.  Command 
Sequences or templates that encounter divide-by-zero errors will stop execution. 

3.2.2 Variables and Expressions 

The data items that can be used as arguments in Command Sequencing program 
statements and expressions can be numeric constants or variables.  The variables 
supported in the Command Sequence language are as follows: 

 QSCADA database points 

 52 local working variables $A-$Z and $AA-$ZZ 

 7 local parameter variables $P1 to $P7 for use with templates 

 2 local scratch variables, $T1 and $T2, which are check pointed to disk after 
each execution of a template that uses them.  They can be used to maintain 
such things as execution counts across system restarts.  

 Arrays 

QSCADA database points should be regarded as global permanent variables.  Being 
database points, they are common to all sequences and any changes made to their 
values are permanent and remain after the sequence exits. 

Each active command sequence has its own set of local variables.  These variables 
should be regarded as temporary in the sense that they are initialized to zero whenever a 
sequence is activated, and their values are lost when the sequence exits.  Note, 
however, that these variables are global within each sequence.  That is, any sequences 
or templates called by a main sequence will use the same temporary variables as the 
main sequence. 
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Arrays are described in Section 3.2.3.  Numeric arrays are arrays of constants.  Point 
name arrays should be regarded as lists of global permanent variables in the same way 
as individual point variables. 

Any variable may be assigned a value that may consist of a fixed constant, the value of 
another variable, or the value of an expression based on a combination of fixed constants 
and variables.  The format of an assignment statement is:  
variable = expression 

NOTE 
If the variable is a database point, its value will not be updated if the point is manually set. 

Examples of assignment statements are: 
$A = "STN2,POINT3" + "STN2,POINT4" 
"STN2,TEXT" = 'TEXT STRING' 
"STN3,POINT2" = $A + ("STN2,POINT2" + 10.3)**2 
 
The general form of an expression is: 
variable operator variable... 
 
Examples of expressions and statements using expressions are shown below: 

Expression Statement 
$A + 10.5 $B = $A + 10.5 
($A + "point name") *5 TEST ($A + "point name")*5 .GE. 0 
$A .AND. $B TEST $A .AND. $B .TRUE. 

The following reserved words designate fixed constant values (primarily for use with 
status points): 

FALSE.  = .OFF. =  .OPEN.  = 0 
TRUE.   = .ON.  =  .CLOSE. = 1 
TRAVEL. =  2 
ERROR.  = 3 

3.2.3 Arrays 

The Command Sequence language supports two types of data arrays: 

 Numeric array, where each element in the array is a numeric constant 

 Point name array, where each element in the array is a point name.  Any 
arithmetic operations that reference an element in a point name array will be 
performed using the value of the specified point. 

A maximum of 20 numeric arrays and 20-point name arrays can be defined for each 
command sequence and each template.  Each command sequence and template has 
space to store a total of 580 constants.  Each array can have any number of elements as 
long as the total does not exceed the space allocated to hold the constants. 

The arrays are defined via the Data Entry screen of a command sequence or template 
using the following format:  

Numeric arrays:  
$Nnumber=/[multiple*]value[,value...]/  
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Point arrays: 
$Inumber=/[multiple*]"point name"[,"point name"...]/  

Where… 

 "number" is a number between 1 and 20 that uniquely identifies the array. 

 "multiple" is a number that is used as a multiplier for the value.  The multiplier 
is used to define the same value or point name for multiple elements. 

 "value" is a numeric value (constant) 

 "point name" is a QSCADA point name 

 [...] indicates that the section between the brackets is optional 

An array definition may span line boundaries.  More than one array can be defined 
on each line of the data entry screen.  In this case, a semicolon ";" is needed to 
separate arrays defined on one line. 

The array elements are referenced in the command sequence by specifying the array 
name and the element number. The element number is an expression that must be 
surrounded by square brackets. 
 
For example: 
$N2[4] references the fourth element in the array $N2 
$I3[6-2+1] references the fifth element in the array $I3 

3.3 COMMANDS 
The Command Sequence language supports the following set of commands: 

3.3.1 ALARM 

This command is used to raise an alarm in the QSCADA system.  The alarm message 
text may consist of up to 40 characters.  An optional priority code (0-4) may be specified. 

Command format:  
ALARM 'alarm text' 
ALARM [priority] 'alarm text' 

Command results:  
SUC = alarm successfully raised 
FAI = not applicable 
TMO = not applicable 

Examples:  
ALARM 'PUMP FAILED' 
ALARM 1 'PUMP FAILED' 
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3.3.2 CALL 

The CALL command is used to execute another command sequence.  After the CALL 
command has executed, the command sequence that has been specified in the CALL 
command will be executed one line at a time.  Up to 4 levels of nesting are permitted. 

NOTE 
For proper use of the CALL statement, your design must allow for the calling Command 
Sequences to finish and exit promptly without going into endless loops.  “Mail Box” 
resources, which are used to pass parameters between Command Sequences, are 
relinquished only when calling Command Sequences finish and exit.  If “Mail Box” 
resources are not available, other Command Sequences may not run, or they may stop 
execution until these resources are relinquished. 

The sequence that has been called (i.e., the subroutine) may return control to the caller 
by issuing an EXIT command. 

NOTE 
The command sequence will abort with an error message if the user attempts to call a 
sequence that has not been defined. 

Command format:  
CALL sequence number 

Command results:  
SUC = sequence called successfully 
FAI = not applicable 
TMO = not applicable 

Example 
CALL 12 

3.3.3 CMD 

The CMD command is used to issue a device control for a controllable status point. 

The command format allows the user to specify an expression for the state to which the 
point will be commanded.  The device will be controlled using the 0 control address if the 
expression evaluates to zero, and the device will be controlled using the 1 control 
address for any other expression result. 

Command format:  
CMD "point name" expression 

Command results: 
SUC -  control operation successful; device controlled to indicated state 
FAI -  control operation failed; e.g. point tagged or not a controllable point 
TMO -  control operation timed out 

NOTE 
The timeout is the 'device response timeout' value as defined for the point via the station 
editor. 
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Examples 
CMD "STN1,POINT1"  .ON. 

NOTE 
If more than one “CMD” command is issued in sequence, DELAY commands should be 
placed between the “CMD” commands to allow the RTU to properly execute the controls. 

Example: 
CMD “STN1,POINT1".ON. 
DELAY 3S 
CMD “STN1,POINT2".ON. 
DELAY 3S 
CMD “STN1,POINT3".ON. 

3.3.4 DELAY 

The DELAY command may be used to cause the command sequence to delay for a 
specified time interval.  The user may optionally specify a message to be sent to the 
operator's screen.1  When ready, the operator may cancel the delay as described in 
Section 2.4. 

NOTE 
All CMDSEQ must have a delay before returning to the start.  The delay time depends on 
the specific application.  However, a minimum value of 1 second is required. 

The delay time may be specified as a constant or a simple variable (i.e., local variable or 
a point).  Expressions are not allowed. 

If specified via a constant, the delay time may be given in units of seconds (S), minutes 
(M), or hours (H).  If specified as a variable, units of seconds are assumed.  The 
maximum delay time interval is 17 hours, and the minimum delay is 1 second. 

Command format:  
DELAY ['message text'] [time] 

Command results:  
SUC - time expired 
FAI - operator requested continue 
TMO - not applicable 

Examples:  
DELAY  15M 
DELAY  "SYS$,TIME" 
DELAY $B 

3.3.5 EXIT 

This command causes the sequence that is currently being executed to stop.  If the 
sequence that is executing has been called (see CALL command) by another sequence, 
control will return to the calling sequence.  The calling sequence will begin executing at 
the statement after the 'CALL' statement.  The EXIT command does not affect the 
previous command result; therefore, the result that is passed to the calling sequence is 
that of the last statement to be executed prior to the EXIT command. 

                                                           
1 Qwindow or WorldView display systems do not support this feature 
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Command format:  
EXIT  

Command results:  
SUC - no effect 
FAI - no effect 
TMO - no effect 

Example: 
EXIT 

3.3.6 SET 

The SET command is used to issue a setpoint.  The command format allows the user to 
specify an expression which defines the value of the setpoint. 

The set point's SPARE flag (defined via the PlusEditors Point Data->Analog editor) is 
used as a logging inhibit flag.  If the SPARE flag is set to Y, then setpoint operations from 
command sequence programs are not logged.  If the SPARE flag is set to N, then 
setpoint operations are logged. 

Command format:  
SET "point name" expression 

Command results:  
SUC = setpoint was issued successfully 
FAI = setpoint failed (e.g. RTU failed) 
TMO = not applicable 

Examples:  
SET  "STN1,SETPT"  15 
SET  "STN1,SETPT"  "STN1,SETPT" + 10 
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3.3.7 SYNC 

The SYNC command allows the user to explicitly specify that the command sequence 
record its current position in the sequence.  If a system fail over occurs after the SYNC 
command has been executed, the command sequence will restart on the backup 
computer at the command following the SYNC command. 

NOTE 
Sequences which have the auto sync feature enabled are automatically synchronized 
after the execution of each command.  This means that upon failover, the command 
sequence will restart after the last command, which was performed prior to failover. 

CAUTION 
Enabling the auto sync feature may affect system performance in some systems due to 
additional disk access.  This is especially true for sequences, which have a large 
proportion of arithmetic statements with few control or delay statements. 

Command format:  
SYNC 

Command results:  
SUC = no effect 
FAI = no effect 
TMO = no effect 

NOTE 
The SYNC command does not affect the result of the last command executed. 

Example:  
SYNC 

3.3.8 TEST 

The TEST command evaluates an expression and sets the result according to the result 
of the expression. 

Command format:  
TEST expression [operator expression] 

Command results:  
SUC = expression TRUE or condition satisfied, or value of expression resulted in a 
number other than zero 
FAI = expression FALSE or condition not satisfied or expression evaluated to zero 
TMO = not applicable 

NOTE 
The following keywords allow the sequence to test points for telemetry failed or manually 
set status:  
TF. (telemetry failed) 
MS. (manual set) 
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Examples: 
TEST  "STN1,POINT1"  .ON. 
TEST  $A+10-$B  .GE.  $C 
TEST  "STN2,POINT2"  .LT.  "STN2,POINT3" 
TEST  "STN1,POINT1"  .TF. 

In the last example above, the result is TRUE if the point "STN1, POINT 1" is telemetry 
failed. 

3.3.9 METFRZ 

Where supported by the scan task, this command causes the command sequence to wait 
for the next accumulator poll to complete.  This command allows the user to write 
sequences that process accumulator readings as soon as they are available.  

Command format:  
METFRZ 

Command results:  
SUC = accumulator poll completed successfully 
FAI = the command failed because a METFRZ command was already in progress from 
another command sequence. 
TMO - the METFRZ command did not complete within a two-hour period. 

Examples:  
METFRZ 

NOTE 
unless all the scan tasks on the system support this feature, the result will always be a 
timeout.  At present, there are no standard scan tasks that support this feature. 

3.3.10 TAG 

The TAG command allows a command sequence program to tag or untag points. 

Command format:  
TAG point n 

Where: 

 point = point to be tagged or untagged 

 n = tag command code 
1 = tag 
0 = untag 

The point parameter can be specified either as a point name or an index into an array of 
point names. 

Tags applied by command sequence programs are FULL tags (inhibit all control).  The 
command sequence provides the following text in the associated tag comment field: 
 
"TAGGED FROM COMMAND SEQUENCE nnn" 

Where "nnn" is the command sequence number. 
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Any number of tags may be placed on a point from command sequencing, up to a 
maximum of eight.  This limit includes tags that are applied both by operators and by 
command sequences. 

NOTE 
It is very important that only a maximum of eight (8) tags be placed and removed from 
CMDSEQ.  You must keep track of all tags being added and removed in the same 
sequence. 

On an untag operation, the command sequence removes the oldest command sequence 
tag.  A command sequence tag is any tag with the special comment text identified above. 

Command results:  
SUC = tag/untag operation successful 
FAI = tag/untag operation failed (see below) 
TMO = not applicable 

Tag/untag operations fail if the command sequence attempts to:  
tag a point that is currently involved in a control 
tag or untag a point whose tags are currently being edited by an operator 
untag a point that has no command sequence tags 

Examples: 
TAG "STN1,PNT5" 1 
applies a tag to point "STN1,PNT5" 
 
TAG $I1[2] 0 
removes a tag from the second point in array $I1 

3.4 FUNCTIONS 
The Command Sequence language supports the following sets of functions: 

3.4.1 Arithmetic FunctionsABS.  This function takes one parameter and returns 
the absolute value. 
Format:  ABS(expression) 
Example:   $A = ABS($B) 

SQRT.  This function takes one parameter and returns the square root. 
Format:  SQRT(expression) 
Example:  $A = SQRT($B + $C)  

MAX.  These functions take a list of up to 8 parameters (which may be expressions)  
MIN.   and return the maximum or minimum. 

Format:  MAX(expression1,expression2,...) 
MIN(expression1,expression2,...) 
Example:  $A = MAX($B,$C,$D+$E,$F) 
$A = MIN($B,$C,$D+$E,$F) 
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MOD.  This function takes two parameters and returns the modulus of the first 
parameter with respect to the second parameter.  The result is truncated to an 
integer value.  
Format:  MOD(expression,expression) 
Example:  $A = MOD($B,$C)  

INT.  This function takes one parameter and returns the integer part of this 
parameter.  
Format:  INT(expression) 
Example:  $A = INT($B)  

3.4.2 Logarithmic/Exponential Functions 

LOG. This function takes one parameter and returns the logarithm (base 10). 
Format:  LOG(expression) 
Example: $A = LOG($B)  

LN. This function takes one parameter and returns the natural logarithm (base e). 
Format: LN(expression) 
Example: $A = LN($B)  

EXP. This function takes one parameter and returns the natural antilog (base e). 
Format:  EXP(expression) 
Example:  $A = EXP($B)  

3.4.3 Trigonometric Functions 

SIN. This function takes one parameter (in radians) and returns the sine. 
Format: SIN(expression) 
Example: $A = SIN($B)  

COS. This function takes one parameter (in radians) and returns the cosine. 
Format: COS(expression) 
Example: $A = COS($B)  

TAN. This function takes one parameter (in radians) and returns the tangent. 
Format: TAN(expression) 
Example: $A = TAN($B)  

ASIN. This function takes one parameter and returns the arcsine (in radians). 
Format: ASIN(expression) 
Example: $A = ASIN($B)  

ACOS. This function takes one parameter and returns the arccosine (in radians). 
Format: ACOS(expression) 
Example: $A = ACOS($B)  

ATAN. This function takes one parameter and returns the arctangent (in radians). 
Format: ATAN(expression) 
Example: $A = ATAN($B)  
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3.4.4 Time Function 

TIME. This function takes a text string parameter and returns the specified unit of the 
current date and time. 
Format: TIME ('text') 

Where the text is one of the following: 
 
'YEAR' - to return the current year 
'HOUR' - to return the current hour 
'MONTH' - to return the current month 
'MINUTE' - to return the current minute 
'DAY' - to return the current day 
'SECOND' - to return the current second 

Example: 
$A = TIME('HOUR') 

3.4.5 Template Function 

TPLATE. This function performs a call to a template. 
See Section 4.4.2, EXECUTION FROM COMMAND SEQUENCE PROGRAMS. 

Format: 
TPLATE(func,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7) 

Where… 
func = template function number (50-99)  
P1..P7 = function parameters 

3.4.6 Table Lookup Function 

LOOKUP.  This function takes a matrix number and a pair of X,Y coordinates, 
performs a table lookup, and returns the value of the element in the matrix specified 
by the given coordinates.  If the coordinates do not exactly specify a matrix element, 
then a two-dimensional interpolation is performed based on three nearest neighbors.  
See Section 5.4, LOOKUP FUNCTION.   The X and Y coordinates must be within the 
limits of the matrix (Refer to Section 5).  You must test these values before using the 
lookup command. 

Format:  LOOKUP(n,x,y)  

Where    n = matrix number  
x = horizontal coordinate  
y = vertical coordinate  

Example:  $A = LOOKUP(5,$X,$Y) 
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3.4.7 Load Shed Function 

LS.  This function transmits a load-shed command to a load control receiver (LCR) 
address specified by the input parameters, and returns a success/fail result. 
Format: LS(cl,rtu,lcr,a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i) 

Where… 

cl = Communication line number 
rtu = RTU number 
lcr = LCR device type (see Table 3.4.7-1) 
a-i = LCR type dependent arguments of which only argument "a" is mandatory. 

The arguments "a" to "e" corresponds exactly to the Control Set Editor address fields "A" 
to "E", as described in the LM-800 manual.  For LCR type 3, these arguments correspond 
to Control Set Editor fields as follows: 

"a" - SADDR (start address) 
"b" - EADDR (end address) 
"c" - RTO (random time-out) 
"d" - MUL (base time multiplier) 
"e" - 321 (load classes) 

Arguments "f" to "i" are used to implement additional features of the REMS 101/102 
switches using the FS (frequency synthesizer) protocol. 

The meanings of arguments a-i for each LCR type are as summarized in Table 3.4.7-2. 

The unused arguments need not be entered, but all commas preceding any argument 
must be present.  For example: LS(11,2,2,1,,,6) 

Refer to the description of the Control Set Editor in the LM-800 manual for a detailed 
description of the input values for these fields; e.g., $A  =  LS(11,2,3,0,10,1,1,100) 

This statement sends a load shed command to RTU #2 on communication line #11 to 
shed loads in load class 1 via QEI DLC-2020 LCRs in address range 0 to 10, with 
random timeout enabled, and time base multiplier of one.  Returns the result of the shed 
command in variable "$A"; e.g., "LS,RETURN"  =  LS(0,4,1,71) 

This statement sends a load shed command to RTU #4 on communication line #0 to 
shed loads AS&E LCRs at address 71.  Returns the result of the shed command in 
analog point LS,RETURN. 

Certain invalid argument errors are detected at run-time and are signalled by means of 
fault messages as follows: 

 LS - INSUFFICIENT ARGUMENTS.  Less than 4 arguments were supplied. 

 LS - INVALID RTU.  RTU number 0 is invalid. 

 LS - INVALID COMM LINE.  A communication line number greater than 63 
is invalid. 

 LS - LCR TYPE ERROR.  An invalid LCR type was specified. 
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The LS function returns the following result codes: 

0 = command successful 

1 = system time synchronization via WWV clock has failed (see PlusEditors  

System->Parameters editor in the PE-3000 manual) 

2 = timeshared transmission window is closed (see PlusEditors System->Parameters 
editor in the PE-3000 manual) 

3 = the RTU currently has more controls to process than can be buffered 

4 = the RTU is not defined on this communication line or it is not a load management 
RTU 

5 = the scan task for the specified communication line is not active 

6 = communication with the RTU has failed 

7 = invalid arguments supplied 

Branching based on the results of the load shed command contained in the LS 
function may be performed as follows: 

SUC = control operation successful (load shed command has been transmitted) 
FAI = control operation failed (invalid LCR type, RTU failed, etc.) 
TMO = not applicable. 

Table 3.4.7-1  LCR Device Types 

0 =  REMS 100/101/102 (P protocol) 
1 =  AS&E 
2 =  Westinghouse 
3 =  QEI DLC-2020 
4 =  Simulated protocol FS (Frequency Synthesizer) 
5 =  REMS 100 FS (Frequency Synthesizer) 
6 =  REMS 101/102 FS (Frequency Synthesizer) 

Table 3.4.7-2  LS Command Argument Descriptions 

REMS 100/101/102 (P protocol) 
a - block address 
b - transmitter control 
c – unused 
d - shed time (0 for REMS 100) 
e - function code 
f – unused 
g – unused 
h – unused 
i – unused 
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AS&E 
a - block address 
b - unused 
c - unused 
d - unused 
e - unused 
f - unused 
g - unused 
h - unused 
i - unused 

Westinghouse 
a - block address 
b - fixed repeater address 
c - variable repeater address 
d - shed time code 
e - function code 
f - unused 
g - unused 
h - unused 
i - unused 

QEI DLC-2020 
a - start address 
b - end address 
c - random time-out 
d - base time multiplier 
e - load classes 
f - unused 
g - unused 
h - unused 
i - unused 

Simulated Protocol 
a - sequence number (LDMRTS record #) 
b - transmitter control 
c - transmitter keying delay 
d - unused 
e - unused 
f - unused 
g - unused 
h - unused 
i - unused 

REMS 100 (FS protocol) 
a - block address 
b - transmitter control 
c - random time-out 
d - unused 
e - function code 
f - unused 
g - unused 
h - unused 
i - unused 
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REMS 101/102 (FS protocol) 
a - block address 
b - transmitter control 
c - transmitter delay 
d - shed time 
e - function code 
f - function delay 
g - cycle time 
h - cycle count 
i - random time-out 

3.4.8 AGA-8 Supercompressibility Function 

The following function, which is provided to support customer-defined gas flow 
equations, calculate a super compressibility value using algorithms described in the 
AGA Report #8.  

AGA8.  This function performs a complete compositional analysis based on any 
combination of up to 20 components.  It accepts a temperature and pressure a 
number of components, and a list of component ID and component mole percent 
pairs.  The component IDs are defined in the AGA Report #8.  

Example:  
$F = AGA8($T,$P,$N,$A,$AA,$B,$BB...)  

Where… 
$F  =  supercompressibility factor  
$T  =  temperature (deg C)  
$P  =  absolute pressure (KPA)  
$N  =  number of components (1-20) 
$A  =  ID of first component  
$AA  =  mole percent of first component 
$B  =  ID of second component  
$BB  =  mole percent of second component  

3.5 LIB FUNCTIONS 
A group of functions are available through calls to a function library.  Functions in this library 
are invoked via the following command syntax:  
Result = #LIB\xxxxxx(p1,p2,...) 

Where: 

result = result variable 
xxxxxx = library function name 
p1,p2. = function parameters 

The functions that are available from this library are described below. 

As far as GOTO processing is concerned, the LIB functions themselves are always 
considered to be successful.  However, they may return error conditions via the "result" 
parameter.  GOTO processing may be applied to the result parameter by using the TEST 
function.  For example, if a LIB function "XYZ" returns the following results… 

1 if success 
0 if failure 
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…then the following type of statement would cause a branch to SUC on success and FAI on 
failure:  
TEST #LIB\XYZ(...) .GE. 1 

3.5.1 LIM - Set Limits 

This function allows modification of analog alarm limits from a command sequence 
program.  The format of the set limits command is:  
result = #LIB\LIM(@point,n1,lim1,n2,lim2...) 

Where… 
result = result variable 
point  = point name or an entry from an array of point names 
n1,n2...  = limit number 
1 = upper pre-emergency 
2 = lower pre-emergency 
3 = pre-emergency deadband 
4 = upper emergency 
5 = lower emergency 
6 = emergency deadband 
7 = upper reasonability 
8 = lower reasonability 
9 = reasonability deadband 
lim1,lim2...= corresponding limit values 

Any combination of limit values may updated. 

Function results: 
= 1 if request successful 
= 0 if request unsuccessful 

Requests to set limits may be unsuccessful for any of the following reasons: 
- the number of parameters is even 
- the point is not an analog point 
- the updated limit values do not produce a properly nested set 
- a deadband exceeds half the difference between its upper and lower limit values 

Examples: 
$A = #LIB\LIM(@"STN1,PNT3",4,150) 
sets the upper emergency limit for point "STN1,PNT3" to 150 

$U = $B + .5*"SYS$,TEMP" 
$L = $C - .5*"SYS$,TEMP 
$A = #LIB\LIM(@$I3[$J],1,$U,2,$L) 
sets the upper and lower pre-emergency limits for a point in array $I3 to values 
computed using a simple formula based on current temperature 

3.5.2  SETTRACE - Set Trace facility 

This function provides the user with a detailed logfile trace of a command sequence 
program suitable for debugging purposes. 

The format of the set trace command is:  
Result = #LIB\SETTRACE(on,log,seq#.) 

Where… 
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result = result variable 
on = ENABLE/DISABLE Trace  
0 = off 
1 = on 
 
log = logging destination 
0 = process standard output 
1 = log to a file  
 
seq# = Command sequence number to be traced  
 
Function results: 
= 1 if request successful 
= 0 if request unsuccessful 

The enable/disable parameter allows the user to selectively produce listings of a 
single command sequence or parts of a sequence.  Calling the function SETTRACE 
before a section of processing to enable the trace and after to disable is a common 
method to limit the amount of sequence tracing and reduce overhead.  In addition, 
the user may program a variable, or system point, to trace the sequence when only 
certain conditions are met. 

When the logging destination parameter is set to 1 the trace logs will be recorded in a 
file called SEQXXX.LOG, where XXX = sequence number.  The files will be located 
in the QSCADA log directory.   

Examples: 
$A = #LIB/SETRACE ( 1,1,29 ) - Turn on logging to file seq029.log 
$A = #LIB/SETTRACE ( 0,1,29 ) -Turn off logging to file seq029.log 

Trace output example: 
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3.5.3 EDR - Record event data 

This program handles requests from CMDSEQ to record the value of the specified 
point in the event data file. 

The format of the EDR command is: 
Result  =  #LIB\EDR(@point) 

Where… 
result = result variable 
point = point name or array of point names 

Function results: 
= 1 if request successful 
= 0 if request unsuccessful 

The command will force the Event Data Recording application to record the current 
value of the point in the event data file with the current timestamp.  

Examples: 
$A=#LIB\EDR (@"RICK,STAT00") 

3.5.4 RSTRAT - Read Strategy Data 

This function returns the requested element of the strategy table previously defined 
with the LDMSTR editor. 

The format of the RSTRAT command is: 
result = #LIB\RSTRAT (strategy_num, load_class, step_num) 
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Where…. 
result  =  value of the indicated element in the table 
or -1 if the table has not been defined 
 
strategy_num  =  0 to maximum strategy number ( normally 39 ) 
load_class =  1 to 32 load classes 
step_num =  1 to 16 possible steps in the table per load class. 
Function results: 
GOTO = success only 

Example: 
$A = #LIB\RSTRAT (3, 21, 16) 
returns the current value from the strategy table for strategy set #3, load class 21, for 
the max step (16).  

For definitions and information on the strategy table, please refer to QEI manual LM-
3000. 

3.5.5 WSTRAT - Write Strategy Data 

This function sets the requested element of the strategy table to the specified value.  
The format of the WSTRAT command is: 
result  = #LIB\WSTRAT ( strategy_num, load_class, step_num, value ) 

Where… 
result = result variable 
strategy_num =  0 to maximum strategy number ( normally 39 ) 
load_class =  1 to 32 load classes 
step_num =  1 to 16 possible steps in the table per load class. 
Value =  the new value to be recorded in the table 

Function results: 
= 1 if successful 
= 0 if the strategy table does not exist 

Example: 
$A = #LIB\WSTRAT (3, 21, 16, 100) 
sets the current value in strategy set #3, load class 21, for the max step (16) to 
100%.  

For definitions and information on the strategy table, please refer to QEI manual LM-
3000. 

3.5.6 GETKW - Get Total KW 

This function returns the sum of the values of all the Estimated KW points for all 
enabled control sets or regulator groups with the specified device type and load 
class.  The format of the GETKW command is: 
result = #LIB\GETKW (device_type, load_class) 

Where… 
result  = Total KW 
 
device_type = specified device type 
1= control sets 
2 = regulator groups 
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load class = specify load class 1 to 32 

Function results: 
GOTO  = success only 

The resulting total calculated KW is the sum of each estimated KW assigned to the 
specified device type, AND the specified load class, AND are currently enabled. 

Example: 
$K = #LIB\GETKW (1, 21) 
returns in the variable $K the total KW for all control sets in load class 21 that are 
currently enabled. 

For further information on estimated KW, load classes, control sets, or regulator 
groups, please refer to QEI manual LM-3000. 

4 TEMPLATES 

Templates give the user the power to develop complex mathematical functions in Command 
Sequencing language. 

NOTE 
You must include appropriate tests to avoid performing divisions by zero in a Template that 
performs calculations.  Templates that encounter divide-by-zero errors will stop execution. 

By means of an editor, the user defines command sequencing templates (subroutines) with 
both input and output parameters.  These templates can be referenced as functions in 
PlusEditors Calculations->Calcs editor as often as required.  These templates can also be 
used as subroutines in command sequences. 

4.1 TEMPLATE EDITOR 
The Template Editor (PlusEditors Calculations->Templates editor) allows the user to define 
new calculation functions using the Command Sequencing language.  These functions can 
then be used in the Calculations editor or Command.  The user can define a maximum of 50 
templates, numbered 50 to 99.  Each template function definition includes specification of the 
types of parameters, the frequency of execution and the function itself.  

Each page of the Template editor shows the definition of one template.  The user may use 
the FORWARD and BACKWARD buttons to review the template definitions.  To access a 
template definition directly, the user may enter the desire template number in the GOTO field 
and press the ENTER key. 

Each template has an associated data entry screen that allows the user to define arrays of 
data to be used by the template. The array elements can either be QSCADA points or 
numeric constants.  The data entry screen is accessed by pressing the Data Page button. 
Pressing the Seq Page button brings you back to the Template screen.  

The layout of the Template editor is shown in Figure 4.1-1. 

The data fields for the Template editor are as follows: 
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 FUNCTION NUMBER. This field displays the number of the function on the 
screen. This is the number used to reference the function on the calculation 
editor (PlusEditors Calculations->Calcs).  

 DESCRIPTION.  This is 24-character alphanumeric description of the 
function.  This description is displayed on the Calculations Editor (PlusEditors 
Calculations->Calcs) when the function is referenced on the editor. 

 FREQUENCY. This field is a single character code indicating how often the 
function is executed when the calculations editor uses it.  The frequency 
code is expressed as one of the following:  
 
_ = execute the function at every 15 second mark 
N = execute the function at the start of every minute 
Q = execute the function at each quarter of every hour  
H = execute the function at the start of every hour  
D = execute the function at the start of each new day  
W = execute the function at the start of each new week.  
M = execute the function at the start of each new month.  
Y = execute the function at the start each a new year.  

NOTE 
The calculations editor contains a function that allows the user to specify the start 
of a day.  For example, the user could have the day start at 2:00 am. 

 TYPE.  For each parameter, this code indicates the usage of the parameter.  
The code must be one of the following:  
 
_ = the parameter is unused 
I = the parameter is an input to the function  
O = the parameter is an output from the function  
IO=  the parameter is both an input and an output  

 DISPLAY CODE.  For each parameter, this code acts a single character 
mnemonic of the parameter.  This code is displayed next to the parameter 
field on the Calculations Editor.  The default code is the number of the 
parameter field.  

 FUNCTION EQUATION.  Up to 29 lines of Command Sequence language 
code defining the function. 

 ONLINE UPDATE.  This target area is used to force an update of an in-
memory table of templates.  To place a function online, the user positions the 
cursor on the target and presses the SELECT key.  

The function template must be placed online before it can be used.  If a template definition 
already exists in the memory table, that definition will be overwritten.  The updated template 
will be used as follows: 

 The calculations program will use the updated template on the next run after 
the online update was performed.  The calculations program runs once every 
15 seconds.  

 Any command sequences currently executing the template function at the 
time of an online update will complete execution of the template using the 
definition prior to the online update.  Any subsequent calls to that template 
will use the updated template definition.  
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NOTE 
To avoid DIVIDE BY ZERO errors.  Check all parameters used as a divisor. 

Example: 

 

 
Figure 4.1-1:  Template Editor 
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4.2 LANGUAGE RESTRICTIONS IN TEMPLATES 
The following restrictions are placed on the Command Sequencing Language when used for 
template function definition: 

 The template cannot branch backwards.  This guarantees that the function 
will not contain endless loops and can be executed in the relative short 
period of time required by the calculations program. 

 The following commands and functions are not allowed in a template: 
 
ALARM 
CALL 
CMD 
DELAY 
RUN 
SET 
SYNC  
METFRZ 
LS 

 The template may reference database points directly. This is useful for 
obtaining system parameter values.  Note, however, that every invocation of 
the template will reference the same points. 

 The template may use the 52 temporary variables, $A to $Z and $AA to $ZZ.  
Note that these temporary variables are global.  This is useful in passing 
values between successive template calculations listed in the Calculations 
editor. If the template is called from a Command Sequence, the template 
uses the sequence's temporary variables. 

4.3 EXAMPLE OF TEMPLATE DEFINITION 
The following is an example of how to enter a template. The example produces a corrected 
meter flow calculation with the inputs: 

R = Raw meter count 
C = Meter constant  
F = Meter proving factor 
T = Volume correction factor for temperature 
P = Volume correction factor for pressure 
V = Gross volume 
S = Gross standard volume 

The formula is as follows: 

V = R/C * F  
S = V * T * P 
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Figure 4.3-1  Volume Correction Function 

4.4 USING TEMPLATES 
Once a template has been defined, it can be executed from the calculations editor, a 
Command Sequencing program or by a call from another template function. 

4.4.1 Using Templates in CALCULATIONS 

The user invokes the function by entering it one or more times in the calculations 
editor (PlusEditors Calculations->Calcs). The user must specify the names of 
database points which will receive output values and names of points and/or 
constants which will supply input values to the equation. 

To enter a complete calculation, the user must fill in the function number field and the 
parameter fields required by the calculation equation and press the STORE key to 
save the calculation.  

The input fields will accept either database point names or constants. The 
input/output or output only fields accept only database point names.   

All parameter fields are optional. If an input or input/output field is left blank then, by 
default, it is initialized to zero before the calculation is executed. If an output or 
input/output field is left blank then the result destined for that parameter will not be 
output. 

To execute the new calculation, the user must update the calculations table in 
memory by Applying the changes and saving the Calculation to the QSCADA server. 
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Figure 4.4.1-1: Using Templates in CALCED 

When the template is executed, the calculations program performs the following 
steps: 

 The frequency of execution is checked to see if the equation should be 
evaluated on this pass. If not, the function is skipped. 

 The values of the input and input/output parameters are obtained and 
assigned to the corresponding temporary parameter variables $P1 to $P7. 
The temporary parameter variables corresponding to output or unused 
parameters are set to zero. 

 The function equation is evaluated. 

 The final values of the temporary parameter variables corresponding to the 
output parameters are stored back in the corresponding database points. 

 Status points are converted to floating point on input and back to status 
values on output.  The following table is a list of output results and how they 
are converted into status values. 

Result Status  

-0.5 to 0.499 --> 0 
0.5 to 1.499 --> 1 
1.5 to 2.499 --> 2 
else --> 3 

 The point condition flags are set on the output and input/output points based 
on the condition flags of the input and input/output points. 

4.4.2 Using Templates in Command Sequence Programs 

A calculation template function may be executed from a Command Sequencing 
program. This is accomplished via the TPLATE function.  The calling convention is:  
TPLATE(func,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7) 

Where… 
func   = calculation template function number (50-99)  
P1..P7 = function parameters 

NOTE 
P1 is both an input and an output parameter.  Its value is returned as the result of the 
function. 
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Calculation template functions called in this manner have certain restrictions placed 
upon them: 

 $P1 - must be an input/output parameter. Its value at the end of function 
execution is returned as the result of the function. 

 $P2..$P7 - are used as input parameters.  If they are output or input/output, 
the output results will be ignored.  

The variables $T1 and $T2 as well as all other $ variables are global to the entire 
Command Sequencing program. 

The execution frequency for the function is ignored when called from a Command 
Sequence.  The function executes when called. 

Figure 4.4.2-1 shows an example of how a calculation template is used in a 
Command Sequence. 

The following is an explanation of each line of the Command Sequence in Figure 
4.4.2-1. 

 Delay for 60 seconds. 

 Assign the temperature correction factor to $A and the pressure correction 
factor to $B. 

 Call the calculation template function 52 to convert the raw meter count from 
"NX1,MTR101" into a standard volume and place the result in 
"NX1,VOL101". 

 Call the calculation template function 52 to convert the raw meter count from 
"NX1,MTR102" into a standard volume and place the result in 
"NX1,VOL102". 

 Call the calculation template function 52 to convert the raw meter count from 
"NX1,MTR103" into a standard volume and place the result in 
"NX1,VOL103". 

 Log an event indicating that the new standard volumes have been calculated.  

NOTE 
The output parameters $P1 and $P2 in the calls to template function 52 are 
specified as zero since the only legal output parameter when called from a 
command sequence is $P1, which is returned as the result of the function. 

A template function can be made to provide additional outputs, if desired, by means 
of the temporary variables $A to $ZZ.  Obviously, care is required in the use of such 
variables for this purpose. 
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Figure 4.4.2-1 Calculation Template Functions used in a Command Sequence 

5 TABLE LOOKUP 

The table lookup feature allows the user to define data tables that can be looked up in 
command sequences or templates. 

5.1 MATRIX EDITOR 
The lookup tables are defined via a Matrix editor (PlusEditors Calculations->Matrix), which 
allows the user to define any number of two-dimensional arrays of either point names or 
floating point constants.  

The regularly spaced X and Y (horizontal and vertical) coordinates that define the elements of 
the matrix are defined by the user by entering the origin and horizontal and vertical 
increments in engineering units.  The editor automatically calculates and displays the actual 
coordinate values.  

The Matrix editor shows only a 4 X 16 element portion of the matrix at a time.  Targets are 
provided at the bottom of the screen to allow the user to traverse the matrix vertically and 
horizontally.  GOTO fields are also provided for direct access to any part of the matrix.  

The size of the matrix (number of elements in each direction) is defined by the user.  The 
maximum size of any matrix is 64 X 64 elements.  For each matrix, space is pre-allocated for 
the maximum size matrix.  In this way, the user is free to change the size of existing matrices, 
if he wishes.  

5.2 MATRIX EDITOR DATA FIELDSFigure 5.2-1 shows the layout of the Matrix 
editor.  The data fields for the Matrix editor are as follows:  

MATRIX DESCRIPTION. This field contains a 50-character description of the matrix.  

MATRIX TYPE.  This field identifies the type of matrix:  
0 = each element is a floating point constant  
1 = each element is a point name  
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NUMBER OF COORDINATES IN TABLE.  These two fields specify the size of the matrix.  

COORDINATES AT ORIGIN.  These two fields specify engineering values of the origin 
(coordinates of the first element) of the matrix.    

DELTA X/Y.  These two fields specify, in engineering units, the increment of the X,Y 
coordinates for the matrix.  
 
Once defined, the editor uses the COORDINATES AT ORIGIN and DELTA X/Y fields to 
display coordinate values in engineering units for each displayed matrix element.  
 
Either or both of these delta values may be negative.  This facilitates the definition of a lookup 
table based on a chart where the Y value increases from top to bottom or the X value 
decreases from left to right. 

 X.  This is a 12-character field that describes the meaning of the X 
(horizontal) coordinate.  

 Y.  This is a 12-character field that describes the meaning of the Y (vertical) 
coordinate.  

MATRIX6 ELEMENTS.  Each matrix element field contains either a number or a point name, 
depending on the matrix type.   
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Figure 5.2-1: Matrix Editor 

5.3 OPERATION OF MATRIX EDITOR 
Each page of the Matrix editor shows the definition of one matrix.  The user may make use of 
the Forward and Backward buttons to sequentially examine other matrices.  Alternatively, the 
user may advance to any desired matrix directly by entering the matrix number in the 
MATRIX # field in the GOTO textbox and pressing ENTER.  

To define a new matrix or modify an existing one, the user simply types in the required data 
and presses Apply.   

As described before, the editor only shows a 4 X 16 element section of the matrix at a time.  
To proceed to other sections of the matrix, the user may either move to adjacent sections by 
SELECTing the SCROLL targets, or he may advance to any section of the matrix by typing 
the desired coordinates (in engineering units) into the GOTO X,Y fields and pressing ENTER.  
Each section of the matrix must be Saved.  When the user moves from one section to 
another, any changes he made are not stored if he does not press the Apply button first.   

For an existing matrix, the user is not allowed to change the type of matrix (constants or 
points) unless he first deletes the matrix definition.  The user can delete a matrix by pressing 
the Delete button.    
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All changes to a matrix definition are first stored into an offline working copy of the matrix file.  
When the editing changes are complete, the user may bring the new matrix definition online 
by saving the Matrix to the QSCADA server.  

When a new matrix definition is brought online, any command sequence that uses the matrix 
will use the new definition at the next table lookup operation. 

5.4 LOOKUP FUNCTION 
The syntax of the LOOKUP function in the Command Sequencing language is as follows:  
$A = LOOKUP(n,x,y)  

Where… 
n = matrix number  
x = horizontal coordinate  
y = vertical coordinate  

The LOOKUP function returns the value of the element specified by the given coordinates.  If 
the matrix is a matrix of constants, the function returns the value of the constant.  If the matrix 
is a matrix of point names, the function returns the value of the point.  

If the given coordinates do not lie directly on a matrix element, a planar (two-dimensional) 
interpolation is performed on the values of the three nearest neighbour elements as 
illustrated Figure 5.4-1.  

If the specified coordinates are outside the range of the table by a distance of more than 1 
element, the command sequence declares an "out of bounds" error (see below).   

If the coordinates are out of range by less than one element, the LOOKUP function uses the 
value at the edge of the table.   

 
Figure 5.4-1:  Planar Interpolation in Table Lookup  
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6 EDITOR ERROR MESSAGES  

The following is a list and explanation of error messages generated by the Command 
Sequence editor. 

DELAY TIME ELEMENT INVALID.  The time element in a DELAY command is invalid or out 
of range.  Valid delay codes are H, M, S for hours, minutes, seconds respectively.  The 
maximum delay time is 17 hours.  Correct and press STORE. 

ENTRY POINT NAME REQUIRED.  The command line contains a USER command that 
contains a backslash "\" but no entry point name.  Provide the desired entry point name, or, to 
indicate that the entry point name is the same as the image name, simply remove the 
backslash. 

ENTRY POINT, 6 CHARACTERS MAX.  The entry point name specified in a USER 
command is longer than six characters. 

FAILED TO WRITE RECORD TO DISK.  The editor was not able to write the sequence to 
the on-line disk file.  Apply the sequence and then save to QSCADA server again. If this fails, 
reboot. 

ILLEGAL CHARACTER: POINT NAME.  The sequence state field contains an illegal 
character in the point name.  Correct the name and press Apply. 

ILLEGAL CHARACTER: STATION NAME.  The sequence state field contains an illegal 
character in the station name.  Correct the name and press Apply. 

IMAGE NAME REQUIRED.  The command line contains a USER command that does not 
specify an image name. 

IMAGE NAME, 6 CHARACTERS MAX.  The image name specified in a USER command is 
longer than six characters. 

INVALID CHARACTER - (Y OR N).  The AUTO SYNC or AUTO STARTUP field contains an 
illegal character.  Enter a Y (for yes) or N (for no) and press Apply. 

ILLEGAL CONSTANT.  An invalid character is entered as a constant.  Constants must be 
signed or unsigned numerals.  Exponential format, such as 90E-3, is allowed.  Correct and 
press STORE. 

ILLEGAL POINT NAME.  An invalid point name appears in a command line.  Correct and 
press Apply. 

ILLEGAL STATION NAME.  An invalid station name appears in a command line.  Correct 
and press Apply. 

ILLEGAL TEMPORARY VARIABLE.  An invalid temporary variable name appears in a 
command line.  The valid temporary variable names are $A  - $Z and $AA - $ZZ.  Correct and 
press Apply. 

INVALID LABEL.  An invalid label appears in the label field of a command line.  Valid labels 
are unsigned decimal numbers in the range 1 - 98.  Correct and press Apply. 
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INVALID PT TYPE - CMD COMMAND.  The point referenced in a CMD command is not a 
status point.  The CMD command may only be used to issue device control requests to 
controllable status points.  Correct and press Apply. 

INVALID PT TYPE - SET COMMAND.  The point referenced in a SET command is not an 
analog point.  The SET command may only be used to issue setpoint requests for analog 
setpoints.  Correct and press Apply. 

INVALID SCREEN NUMBER.  An invalid screen number was entered for either the DELAY 
command or the ALARM command.  Valid screen numbers are 0 - 16.  Screen number 0 
means all screens.  Correct and press Apply. 

INVALID TAG CODE.  The command line contains a TAG command with a tag code that is 
something other than 0 or 1. 

INVALID TASK NAME.  An invalid task name was entered for the DELAY command or the 
RUN command.  Valid task names contain up to six alphanumeric characters.  Correct and 
press Apply. 

MISSING PARENTHESIS.  A command line contains mismatched parentheses.  Correct and 
press Apply. 

NO TEXT POINTS ALLOWED WITHOUT @.  The command line contains a USER 
command that passes the value of a text point, which is a text string, to a user-written 
function (e.g. "TEST,TEXT01").  The command sequence processor cannot pass text strings 
to user-written functions. 
 
If it is necessary to pass text data to a user-written function, pass it the text point's ID (as in 
@"TEST,TEXT01") and write the function to read the text point's value itself. 

OP. NOT ALLOWED WITH TEXT PTS.  A command line contains operators which are not 
allowed with text points.  The only operators that are valid with text points are .EQ. and .NE. 
plus assignments, such as "STN1,TEXT1" = 'HELLO'.  Correct and press Apply. 

POINT NAME NOT FOUND.  A non-existent point name was entered for the sequence state 
point.  Correct the point name and press Apply. 

POINT TYPE NOT ALLOWED.  An invalid point type was entered for the sequence state 
point.  Enter the name of an analog or status point, or blank the field, and press Apply. 

SEQUENCE COMPILATION ERROR.  An invalid syntax appears in the command line.  
Correct and press Apply. 

SEQUENCE NUMBER INVALID.  An invalid sequence number has been entered for a CALL 
command.  Correct and press Apply. 

SEQUENCE TOO COMPLICATED.  The sequence, as defined, is too complicated for the 
editor to compile.  Break the sequence up into two simpler sequences. 

STATION NAME NOT FOUND. A non-existent station name was entered in the sequence 
state point field.  Correct the station name and press Apply. 

TEXT STRINGS NOT ALLOWED.  The command line contains a USER command that 
passes a constant text string to a user-written function (e.g. 'THIS IS A TEXT STRING').  The 
command sequence processor cannot pass text strings to user-written functions.  See the 
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following message for a description on how to pass text data via text points:  
 
NO TEXT POINTS ALLOWED WITHOUT @ 

TOO MANY CHARACTERS IN TEXT STRING.  The number of allowable characters for a 
text string has been exceeded.  Reduce the string size to a maximum of 30 characters for a 
text point value or a maximum of 40 characters for an alarm message. 

UNARY MINUS NOT ALLOWED.  An illegal unary minus operator appears in the command 
line.  Minus signs may only appear in expressions.  The following statements, for example, 
are illegal:  
 
CMD - "STN1,POINT"  .ON. 
- $V = 3 
 
Correct and press Apply. 

7 RUN-TIME MESSAGES 

7.1 FATAL ERROR MESSAGES 
The messages listed here are generated by the command sequence program when it 
encounters a fatal error such that it cannot continue execution of the command sequence.  
Note that a fatal error in one sequence does not normally affect execution of any other 
sequences. 

The general format of the complete error message is:  
SEQnnn/mmm/ll  ...MESSAGE TEXT... 
 
Where… 
nnn = primary sequence number 
mmm = subroutine sequence number 
ll = line number where error occurred 

The text of the fatal error messages are as follows: 

AGA8 - ILLEGAL # OF COMPONENTS.  The sequence attempted to execute the AGA8A 
function with more than 20 components.  

AGA8 - INVALID # OF PARAMETERS.  The sequence attempted to execute the AGA8A 
function with fewer than 3 parameters, or it attempted to execute the AGA8B without exactly 
8 parameters.  

ARRAY INDEX OUT OF BOUNDS.  The sequence attempted to access a non-existent 
element of a data array.  

BAD P-CODE TOKEN.  A valid but empty sequence record was specified, or a disk error 
occurred.  The reference to an empty sequence must be removed.  If a disk error occurred, 
then rewriting the sequence to the online file may correct the problem. 

CAN'T LOCK FOR READ.  Sequence mmm was being referenced for an excessive period of 
time by the Sequence Editor.  Attempt to re-activate the sequence.  If this fails, reboot. 

CMD SENT TO NON-STATUS POINT.  Only a status point can be commanded to the ON or 
OFF state. 
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ENTRY POINT xxxxxx NOT FOUND.  A USER command failed to find the specified entry 
point in the specified image.  This can occur if there is no UNIVERSAL reference to this name 
in the image link. Add the reference to the link file and re-link. 

ERROR IN TEMPLATE FUNCTION.  The sequence encountered one of the errors listed 
above when a template function. 

INVALID LOCAL VARIABLE.  A disk error occurred.  Save the sequence to the QSCADA 
server. 

INVALID PARAMETERS IN FUNCTION.  The sequence attempted to execute a template 
with an illegal number of parameters.  A template must be called with a function code and 
from one to seven parameters inclusive.  

INVALID POINT IN ARRAY.  The sequence attempted to access a point defined in an array 
but the point was neither a status nor an analog point.  

INVALID POINT TYPE FOR TAG.  The sequence attempted to tag or untag a point that is 
neither status nor analog. 

INVALID SEQUENCE.  Sequence mmm does not exist in the online file.  Remove the 
reference to sequence mmm or define it using the Command Sequence editor. 

INVALID SETPOINT POINT.  The specified point is not a setpoint. 

INVALID STATUS POINT VALUE.  A status point has been assigned a negative value. 

INVALID TEXT POINT COMPARE.  Comparing two text points is an illegal operation.  
Remove the offending statement. 

INVALID ZERO POINT ID.  An invalid point ID of zero was found in the compiled P-CODE.  
Store the sequence and place it online again.   

NO CONSTANTS LIST # nn.  A USER command attempted to pass an undefined constant 
data array to a user-written function. 

NO POINT LIST # nn.  A USER command attempted to pass an undefined point data array 
to a user-written function. 

NO TAGS AVAILABLE FOR XXXX,YYYYYY.  The command sequence failed to add a tag to 
a point because the point already has right tags. 

SEQUENCE CALL DEPTH EXCEEDED.  A call was made to sequence mmm making it the 
sixth sequence in a chain of sequence calls without having performed a sequence exit.  This 
exceeds the allowed nesting level of sequence calls.  Sequence programming must be 
changed so that a sixth call is not performed within any chain of calls. 

SEQUENCE NOT ONLINE.  Sequence mmm has not been written to the online file.  Place 
the sequence online. 

SETPOINT TO NON-ANALOG POINT.  A setpoint command was issued to a non-analog 
point. 

TABLE ACCESS OUT OF BOUNDS.  The program attempted to perform a table lookup with 
coordinates that were outside the range of the table by more than one element.  
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TABLE DOES NOT EXIST.  The program attempted to perform a table lookup for a table that 
has not been defined.  

TAG DATA FILE FULL.  There is insufficient space in the database to add tags for another 
point.  The tag file must be expanded. 

TASK ABORTED.  The command sequence program has encountered a condition which 
prevents it from continuing.  The condition forcing the abort is output as an error message 
preceding this message.  The TASK ABORTED message is also output as an alarm 
message with priority 0. 

USER ROUTINE ERROR: vms error message.  A fatal error occurred in the user-written 
function.  The error is identified in the 'vms error message' portion of this message.  The 
following is an example:  
 
USER ROUTINE ERROR:%FOR-E-OUTCONERR, output co. 

NOTE 
Only the first 27 characters of the VMS message is displayed.  Refer to the FORTRAN 
manual for assistance. 

7.2 INFORMATION MESSAGES 
The messages listed here are generated by the command sequence program to 
inform/confirm start/stop operations. 

The following information messages have the same SEQnnn/mmm/ll prefix as for the fatal 
error messages: 

STARTED FROM SCREEN xx. 
Sequence nnn was activated from screen xx. 

STOPPED FROM SCREEN xx. 
Sequence nnn was stopped from screen xx. 

The following information messages have no prefix: 

SEQnnn:  FINISHED. 
The sequence terminated normally. 

SEQUENCE RUN/STOP FAILED. 
The system failed to start or stop a sequence.  Reboot the computer. 

SEQUENCE NOT ACTIVE – SEQnnn. 
A STOP command was issued to a sequence which was not running. 
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8 EXAMPLE 

The following is a practical example of a command sequence program that uses many of the 
features of the Command Sequencing language.  In particular, this example illustrates 

table lookup 
setpoint controls 
use of comments to document code 
use of arrays 
branching 
use of templates 

The example is a simple generator control program.  Based on measured headwater and 
tailwater levels, it performs table lookups to obtain optimum generator output MW levels.  
These desired MW levels are issued to the generators via setpoint commands to the 
appropriate RTUs. 

Figure 8-1 illustrates the main command sequence program.  At every control interval, it calls 
other subsequences to control groups of generators.  In this example, there are three 
generator groups, and the control interval is one minute. 

For each group of generators, a generator group control subsequence is defined.  The 
subsequence is the same for each generator group, but the data arrays are different. The 
generators in each group are defined by means of these data arrays of point names for 
associated generator control parameters. 

Figure 8-2 shows a control subsequence for one generator group.  Figure 8-3 illustrates the 
associated data arrays that define the parameter points for the generators in the group.  In 
this example, there are two generators in the group. 

The control subsequence executes the following algorithm for each generator in the group: 

 Using a common set of headwater and tailwater level values, the optimum 
generator MW output is looked up in the specified table. 

 If the result is a new desired MW level, the new level is stored in a database 
point, a corresponding new setpoint is issued to the RTU and a timer is 
started.  This timer is later processed by a subroutine defined in Template 
#91.  The definition of Template #91 is shown in Figure 8-4.  The timer is set 
to a value that will allow the timer-processing subroutine to alert the operator 
if the generator output does not reach within the deadband distance of the 
new setpoint within 15 minutes. 

 If the result is not a new desired MW output, the subroutine of Template #91 
is called to process the timer.  The output of this subroutine consists of an 
updated timer value, and a generator following status.  This status is stored 
into the specified generator's "generator following status" point.  If correctly 
defined, this will cause an alarm if the generator status goes to 1. 
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For Template #91, the significance of the timer values are as follows: 

0  = timer not active 
1  = timer active but has expired 
>1  = timer active 

The algorithm of Template #91 is as follows: 

If the control error is within the deadband, the timer and generator following status are both 
set to zero.  This indicates that the generator's output is following the setpoint. 

Otherwise, if the timer is not already active, it is started now.  This corresponds to the 
situation where the control error had previously been brought to within the deadband but has 
now deviated outside it. The timer value is set to 6, so as to expire in five minutes. 

If the timer was already active but not yet expired, then its value is decremented.  If the new 
timer value is one, then the timer has expired, and the generator following status is set to 1. 

 

 
Figure 8-1:  Main Command Sequence Program 
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Figure 8-2: Control Subsequence for One Generator Group 
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Figure 8-3: Data Arrays for Generator Control Subsequence 

 
Figure 8-4:  Template to Process Generator Following Timers 
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QEI provides a wide variety of Automation Products and services to 
the Electric Utility Industry. QEI’s customers are a mixture of major 
utilities, government and military agencies as well as global Electrical 
Transmission and Distribution OEM's. 
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